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Abstract

The Southern Kalahari Drainage network is in a key position to analyze spatiotemporal changes in the tropical easterly and the temperate westerly circulation over the Southern African subcontinent. However, due to the prevailing aridity, paleoenvironmental archives within the southwestern Kalahari are sparse and often discontinuous. Hence, little is known about Holocene environmental change in this region. This study focuses on reconstructing paleoenvironmental change from the timing and provenance of fluvial deposits located within the Molopo Canyon, which connects the Southern Kalahari Drainage to the perennial flow regime of the Orange River. To gain insight into temporal aspects of fluvial morphodynamics within the Molopo Canyon, the entire variety of fluvial landforms consisting mainly of slope sediments, alluvial fans and alluvial fills were dated using Optically Stimulated Luminescence (OSL). We additionally applied a provenance analysis on alluvial fill deposits to estimate potential sediment source areas. Source areas were identified by analyzing the elemental and mineralogical composition of tributaries and eolian deposits throughout the course of the lower Molopo. The results allow the first general classification of fluvial landscape development into three temporally distinct deposition phases in the southern Kalahari: (1) A phase of canyon aggradation associated with short lived and spatially restricted flash floods during the early to mid-Holocene; (2) A phase of fan aggradation indicating a decrease in flood intensities during the mid- to late Holocene; (3) A phase of canyon aggradation caused by the occurrence of supra-regional flood events during the Little Ice Age. We interpret the observed spatiotemporal deposition patterns to latitudinal shifts of the tropical easterly circulation in the early to mid-Holocene and the temperate westerly circulation in the late Holocene. However, despite marked changes in the provenance and timing of fluvial deposits in the Molopo Canyon throughout the Holocene, our analysis did not detect a contribution of sediments originating from the Kalahari interior to the deposition of alluvial fills. These results suggest that the Southern Kalahari drainage remained endorheic and therefore disconnected from the Orange River throughout the Holocene.
1. Introduction

Environmental change over southern Africa is driven by the interaction of major atmospheric and oceanic circulation systems of the southern hemisphere. The ocean-atmosphere interaction leads to the establishment of two rainfall regimes over continental settings of southern Africa (after Chase and Meadows, 2007): (a) A summer rainfall regime driven by the poleward displacement of the ITCZ convection belt during austral summer and (b) a winter rainfall regime driven by the equatorward displacement of frontal systems in austral winter. The landward advection of oceanic moisture for both regimes is connected to the tropical easterly (for a) and temperate westerly (for b) circulations, which results in a spatial differentiation of southern Africa in a summer rainfall zone (SRZ) in the east and a winter rainfall zone (WRZ) in the west of the subcontinent (Fig. 1a). Both zones are separated by a zone influenced by both regimes, called the year round rainfall zone (YRZ). Rainfall intensities in both rainfall regimes are projected to decrease in response to a projected rise in global temperatures (Christensen et al., 2013). Due to the overlap of the WRZ and SRZ circulation over the southwestern Kalahari, the study of Holocene environmental change inferred from sedimentary archives in this region offers insight into the environmental response to climate variations and may shed light on future climate dynamics under changing climatic conditions.

The prevailing South African climate regimes were subject to temporal and spatial variability during the Holocene as evidenced by paleoenvironmental archives on the subcontinent (e.g., Chase and Meadows, 2007; Chase et al., 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2015a, b) and adjacent oceans (e.g., Hahn et al., 2015; Zhao et al., 2016). The long-term moisture evolution in the SRZ and WRZ during the Holocene shows an anti-phase relationship (Tyson, 1986; Cockroft, 1987; Hahn et al., 2015; Zhao et al., 2016) with temporally distinct optima within each zone. The anti-cyclical patterns in moisture evolution are generally ascribed to latitudinal shifts in the easterly and westerly circulation in response to orbital and oceanic forcings (Hahn et al., 2015). The southwestern Kalahari is in a key region to assess the impact of such spatiotemporal shifts in circulation systems on the hydroclimate of the southern African interior, resulting from its location close to present-day borders of the climate regimes (Fig. 1a). However, archives of Holocene hydrological changes in this region are scarce due to prevailing arid conditions and generally constrained by a predominance of colian landforms (e.g., Dougill and Thomas, 2001; Bateman et al., 2003; Stone and Thomas, 2008), hiatuses in continuous archives such as speleothems (Brook et al., 2010) or major fluvial sedimentation phases prior to the Holocene (Heine, 1990; Hürkamp et al., 2011). Moisture in this arid to semi-arid environment is predominantly supplied episodically during rain events of high magnitude. Due to a relatively
sparse vegetation cover, high stream powers during flood events can cause extensive erosion and deposition along ephemeral channel reaches, making the fluvial landscape susceptible to climatic change. Hence, in the absence of continuous archives, a reliable source of paleoenvironmental change are fluvial deposits (Mann and Meltzer, 2007). Surprisingly, besides scarce evidence for fluvial activity phases within the lower Molopo area (Heine, 1990; Shaw et al., 1992; Nash, 1996; Hürkamp et al., 2011), little is known about fluvial dynamics in the southwestern Kalahari during the Holocene.

Fig. 1: The southern Kalahari Drainage network in southern Africa. (a) Regional overview of the Southern Kalahari and the endorheic southern Kalahari drainage network. Boundaries of present-day rainfall regimes (after Chase and Meadows, 2007) are depicted as a red line for the summer rainfall zone (SRZ) and as a blue line for the winter rainfall zone (WRZ). Both zones are spatially separated by the year round rainfall zone (YRZ). The spatial distribution of major dune fields within the Kalahari are redrawn and named after Thomas et al. (2000). (b) Topographical overview of the lower Molopo and its embedding landscape. Grey lines depict idealized dune orientation. Landmarks are depicted as red rectangles: 1 - Upington; 2 – Riemvasmaak; 3 – Noenieput; 4 – Abiquas Puts; 5 - Askham

The present study aims to identify spatiotemporal changes in fluvial dynamics in the southwestern Kalahari during the Holocene by reconstructing fluvial landscape development in the Molopo Canyon. The canyon is situated at the mouth of the presently dry lower Molopo
which connects the ~250,000 km² large area of the exorheic Southern Kalahari Drainage (termed after Thomas and Shaw, 1991) to the perennial flow regime of the Orange River (Fig. 1b). Considering a potential scarcity and infrequency of fluvial deposits within this arid environment, we base our reconstruction on the entire variety of fluvial landforms which mainly consist of slope sediments, alluvial fans and alluvial fills. To identify major phases of fluvial activity during the Holocene, we establish a chronology for fluvial deposits in the Molopo Canyon using quartz OSL-dating. To gain insight into spatial sediment dynamics during phases of increased fluvial activity, we apply a provenance analysis on fluvial sediments stored in alluvial fill sequences. Furthermore, potential environmental causes of the observed spatiotemporal shifts in fluvial sediment dynamics during the Holocene within the lower Molopo will be discussed in a supra-regional framework.
2. Study Area

The lower Molopo (20.1-20.6°E and 20.7-28.5°S) drains the ephemeral flow regimes of the Aoub, Nossob, Molopo and Kuruman rivers (called Southern Kalahari Drainage network, Fig. 1a) into the perennial flow regime of the Orange River. The lower Molopo exhibits a gentle stream gradient with an altitudinal change of ~400 m in its entire flow length of ~250 km, corresponding to an average flow gradient of <0.2%. The climatic conditions are characterized by a true desert BWh climate (Köppen climate classification) with an annual precipitation of ~180 mm and a temperature of 20.4°C as recorded at the climate station Upington (Fig. 1b) during the period of 1951 to 1990. The southwestern Kalahari is therefore the only true desert environment of the otherwise semi-arid to sub-humid Kalahari (Hürkamp et al., 2011).

The topography of the lower Molopo landscape is characterized by an approximately latitudinal alignment of two escarpments (further denoted as 1st and 2nd escarpment from south to north, Fig. 1b), resulting in a step-like configuration of the landscape. In particular, the latitudinal course of the 2nd escarpments at ~28.1°S (Fig. 1b) delineates a major topographical boundary and divides the lower Molopo into an eolian and a fluvial landscape. The eolian landscape north of the 2nd escarpment is characterized by the gently inclined Kalahari Plateau. The entire Plateau is covered by longitudinal dune complexes belonging to the southern dune field (Fig. 1a).

Recent to sub-recent fluvial morphodynamics are only evident in between the Molopo – Kuruman confluence and Koopan Suid (Fig. 1b) where dune complexes only partly traverse the river bed of the lower Molopo, suggesting fluvial sediment input of the Kuruman River during episodically occurring flood events (Heine, 1981). Between Koopan Suid and the 2nd escarpment, the entire river bed is covered by dune complexes with only isolated geomorphic signs of recent to sub-recent fluvial morphodynamics. The fluvial landscape south of the 2nd escarpment is characterized by numerous tributaries and their associated catchments which originate in their western reaches from the 1st and 2nd escarpments. Bedrock geology consists of metamorphic rocks belonging to the Neoproterozoic Nama Group in the north and the Mesoproterozoic Namaqua-Natal Belt (Garzanti et al., 2014). South of Riemvasmaak (28.45°S), the lower Molopo enters a ~500 m wide and ~100 m deep canyon dominated by metamorphic rocks of the Nama group. The river bed of the lower Molopo Canyon is covered by sediments of fluvial origin, which mainly consist of alluvial fills and alluvial fans from local tributaries.
3. Material and Methods

Fluvial landforms in the lower Molopo Canyon were identified and investigated during two field campaigns in 2010 and 2013. The investigation was conducted throughout the course of the canyon. The suite of fluvial landforms consists mainly of slope deposits, alluvial fans and fluvial terraces. Based on field observations, we chose three major study sections within the canyon (Fig. 2b) which contain the previously identified fluvial landforms. We generated geomorphological sketches based on field observations and satellite imagery of each section (Fig. 2b) and conducted eight sediment profiles in representative landforms (Fig. 2). Grain size and soil colour of sediments were estimated in the field. Three key profiles in alluvial fills were identified and each observed layer sampled for provenance analysis.

Fig. 2: Sample locations and research sections throughout the lower Molopo. (a) Sample location of reference samples (eolian – OA; fluvial – OF). Grey polygons correspond to tributary catchments. (b) Location (top) and geomorphological sketches (bottom) of research sections within the Molopo Canyon. Profile locations are illustrated as white rectangles, key profiles are illustrated as red rectangles with the corresponding profile number.

3.1 Luminescence dating

Fifteen samples for OSL dating were collected from representative fluvial deposits; samples were taken at the top and base of each profile. The light-proof sample tubes were opened under
subdued orange light at the Nordic Laboratory for Luminescence dating (Aarhus University, DTU Risø Campus, Denmark). The outer light-exposed part of the sediment was first used to determine the field and saturation water content and then air dried, ground, heated at 450°C for 24 h and cast in wax before being counted on a laboratory gamma spectrometer following the procedures described in Murray et al. (1987). The resulting radionuclide concentrations were converted to dry dose rates using the conversion factors published by Guérin et al. (2011). The inner material was wet-sieved to the 180-250 µm fraction (samples 145423 and -28, 90-300 µm), treated with 10% HCl, 10% H₂O₂ and etched in 10% HF for 40 min. K-feldspar rich extracts were separated from quartz using a heavy liquid (LST “Fastfloat”, 2.58 g/ml) density separation. Finally, the quartz extract was treated with 40% HF for 60 min and subsequently washed in 10% HCl for 1 h. The fractions were washed with distilled water between each step. After drying, quartz grains were mounted as large (8 mm) multigrain aliquots on stainless steel discs and K-rich feldspar as small (2 mm) aliquots on stainless steel cups. Luminescence measurements were made using standard Risø TL/OSL DA-20 readers (Thomsen et al., 2006). Luminescence from quartz was detected through a Hoya U-340 glass filter (centred on 340 nm, FWHM = 80 nm) and luminescence from feldspar through a combination of Schott BG-3 and BG-39 filters (centred on 390 nm, FWHM=100 nm). The quartz purity was confirmed by the absence of a significant infra-red stimulated luminescence (IRSL) signal. Quartz was stimulated at 125°C for 40 s using blue LEDs and net OSL signals were calculated using early background subtraction to maximize the contribution of the fast component (Cunningham and Wallinga, 2010). The first 0.8 s of the signal minus a background from the following 0.8 s was chosen for signal and background integration, respectively. Quartz equivalent doses were measured using a SAR (Murray and Wintle, 2000, 2003) protocol using a preheat of 200°C for 10 s and a cut-heat to 160°C. At the end of each SAR cycle the aliquots were stimulated with blue light at 280°C to reduce recuperation. Feldspar aliquots were measured using a post-IR IRSL protocol suitable for young samples based on Madsen et al. (2011). Aliquots were preheated to 180°C for 60 s followed by 200 s IR stimulation at 50°C (IR50 signal) and 150°C (pIRIR150 signal). A high temperature IR clean-out at 200°C was inserted after each SAR cycle. The first 2 s of the decay curve minus a background from the last 20 s was used for feldspar dose calculations.

3.2 Provenance analysis: mineralogy, geochemistry and statistics

To identify major sediment provinces throughout the course of the lower Molopo, we sampled potential sediment sources from 93 tributaries (denoted as OF-sample) and 32 eolian deposits (denoted as OA-sample) throughout the course of the lower Molopo (Fig. 2a) during a field
campaign in 2015. Fluvial reference samples (OF) were taken near their mouth from the uppermost 10 cm of deposits which showed evidence for recent fluvial deposition. All samples were sieved after drying to a grain size <2 mm prior to the elemental and mineralogical analysis. No additional grain size differentiation was imposed on the bulk fine fraction in order to avoid a potential grain-size bias due to mineral enrichment or depletion within single grain size fractions as a result of hydrological sorting effects during entrainment-deposition cycles as described by Garzanti et al. (2009). Subsequently, samples were powdered prior to further analysis.

X-ray diffractometry (XRD) was applied to estimate the mineralogical composition and the relative abundance of single minerals in all sediment samples. Dry and milled bulk sediment samples were analyzed by XRD using a Siemens (Germany) D5000 X-ray diffractometer (40 kV, 40 mA, from 2 to 85°, step-rate 0.05°, Co k-alpha radiation). Mineral concentrations were calculated semi-quantitatively from main peak area intensities (measured in counts per second) of mineral phases after base-line and quartz peak correction. Relative concentrations were calculated by the ratio between main peak intensities of a given mineral phase and the total intensity of main peaks of all identified mineral phases. The identification of mineral phases from XRD patterns was verified by petrographic microscopy of samples containing representative amounts of a respective mineral phase.

To estimate the elemental composition of sediment samples we applied an X-ray fluorescence (XRF) analysis to the dry and milled bulk sediment samples. To save time and capacities given the number of sediment samples (n=185), we used a portable NITON XL 722s spectrometer to estimate element concentrations from powdered samples (for details, see Raab et al., 2005). To validate the elemental composition measured with the portable XRF device, we additionally estimated element concentrations quantitatively for 21 samples (13 reference samples and 11 profile samples) with a Panalytical Axios Advanced wavelength-dispersive spectrometer. Powdered samples were melted into lithium tetraborate disks using FLUXANA FX-X65 prior to analysis.

The statistical provenance analysis was applied using a Fuzzy C-Means algorithm (FCM) (Dunn, 1973; Bzedek, 1981) on the previously estimated mineralogical and elemental composition of reference samples, following the approach recently established by Opitz et al. (2016) and Ramisch et al. (2016) for lacustrine sediments on the Tibetan Plateau. FCM partitions a given data set iteratively into a number of prescribed cluster centers based on an objective function and assigns each sample with a membership degree (µ) to a respective cluster center. Membership degrees are in a theoretical range of 0 for absent membership and 1 for...
complete membership. Prior to the clustering routine, we applied a range transformation as described in Milligan and Cooper (1988) to the raw data set. Subsequently, the FCM clustering routine was carried out on reference samples (OF- and OA-samples) in $10^4$ iterations to avoid spurious local minima in the objective function using a fuzzyfier of 2.0. To validate a suitable cluster number, we calculated the Xie-Beni index (XBi) (Xie and Beni, 1991; Wu and Yang, 2005) for each cluster partition in a range between two to nine cluster centers. The XBi measures the separation between the cluster center and the inner cluster compactness in terms of $\mu$. An optimal cluster number is indicated by a minimum of the XBi. After applying the FCM routine to the reference data set, we estimated similarities of alluvial fill sediments to the previously estimated cluster center using a fuzzy assignment function presented in Opitz et al. (2016) and Ramisch et al. (2016) with a fuzzyfier of 2.0.
4. Results

4.1 Luminescence chronology

Table S1 summarises the radionuclide concentrations and calculated dry gamma and beta dose rates. Assumed life-time average water contents and resulting total dose rates to sand-sized quartz and K-feldspar grains are given in Table 1. Water contents are based on the assumption that the sediments remained very well-drained for the majority of the burial life-time in this desert environment. They are consistent with assumed water contents previously used for OSL dating in the southern Kalahari (Hürkamp et al., 2011). Radionuclide activities in these sediments are high resulting in quartz total dose rates ranging from ~4.6 to ~7.5 Gy/ka. A representative quartz SAR OSL dose response curve is shown in Fig S1a. The quartz OSL signals are dominated by a fast component (inset Fig. S1a) and the overall dose recovery ratio is satisfactory for this material (0.93 ± 0.02, n = 45) suggesting that we can accurately measure a quartz dose given in the laboratory prior to any heat treatment. Feldspar IR50 and pIRIR150 dose recovery ratios are also satisfactory as indicated by the slopes close to unity in the measured to given dose plots (Fig. S2). Quartz OSL, IR50 and pIRIR150 equivalent doses and ages are summarized in Table 1.

A potential problem in dating alluvial and slope sediments is the incomplete resetting of the luminescence signal at deposition (e.g., Rittenour, 2008). Murray et al. (2012) proposed that one can check for completeness of quartz bleaching by comparing quartz OSL results with those obtained using less-bleachable IRSL signals. This approach has now been used by a significant number of studies (e.g., Guérin et al., 2015; Reimann et al., 2015; Sugisaki et al., 2015; Long et al., 2015; Peeters et al., 2016; Rémillard et al., 2016) for a range of IR and pIRIR stimulation temperatures and sedimentary environments. Fig. S3 shows the pIRIR150 ages as a function of the quartz OSL ages. Here we consider samples to be well-bleached (open symbols) when the pIRIR150 ages agree with the quartz ages at one standard deviation (4 samples denoted with “confident” in Table 1). Comparison of the IR50 ages with the quartz OSL ages indicates that a additional two samples can be identified as probably well-bleached for quartz (grey symbols in Fig. S4). For the remaining samples we cannot be confident about the completeness of quartz bleaching. However, it should be noted that for most of these samples (145421,-22,-23,-26,-27,-28) the quartz ages are very young (few hundred years) which puts an upper limit of a few tens (to hundreds) of years to the potential degree of incomplete bleaching of quartz. In the following section the quartz OSL ages are used for interpretation.
Table 1. Summary of quartz and feldspar luminescence data. Equivalent dose ($D_e$), number of aliquots contributing to $D_e$, total dose rates, assumed water content (10% of saturation), quartz OSL and uncorrected feldspar IR$_{50}$ and pIRIR$_{150}$ ages. The completeness of quartz bleaching at deposition is checked by comparing quartz ages with pIRIR$_{150}$ and IR$_{50}$ ages based on Murray et al. (2012).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample code</th>
<th>Site and Landform</th>
<th>Depth (cm)</th>
<th>Quartz $D_e$ (Gy)</th>
<th>Quartz n</th>
<th>Feldspar IR$_{50}$ (Gy)</th>
<th>Feldspar IR$_{50}$ Dose rate (Gy ka$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>w.e. (%)</th>
<th>Quartz Age (ka)</th>
<th>IR$_{50}$ Age (ka)</th>
<th>pIRIR$_{150}$ Age (ka)</th>
<th>Quartz well bleached?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2020-101 KAL 23</td>
<td>Alluvial Fan</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>9.5 ± 0.7</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>10.2±0.9</td>
<td>16.5±2.1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6.43 ± 0.30</td>
<td>7.29±0.31</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.47 ± 0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020-101 KAL 24</td>
<td>Alluvial Fan</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>36.9 ± 3.1</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>34±2</td>
<td>61±5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5.69 ± 0.27</td>
<td>6.55±0.27</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6.48 ± 0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020-101 KAL 25</td>
<td>Alluvial Fan</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>37±1.8</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>27±5</td>
<td>41±4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6.57 ± 0.32</td>
<td>7.48±0.32</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5.6 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020-101 KAL 26</td>
<td>Alluvial Fill</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>33.8 ± 1.4</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>21.9±1.2</td>
<td>30±1.7</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5.49 ± 0.27</td>
<td>6.38±0.27</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.17 ± 0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020-101 KAL 28</td>
<td>Alluvial Fill</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>40.4 ± 1.6</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>4.55 ± 0.21</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>8.88±0.58</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020-101 KAL 29</td>
<td>Alluvial Fill</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>42.2 ± 2.1</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>23±1.9</td>
<td>35±2</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6.92 ± 0.34</td>
<td>7.80±0.34</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.10 ± 0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020-101 KAL 37</td>
<td>Alluvial Fill</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3.96 ± 0.24</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>12.0±3.0</td>
<td>20±5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>7.28 ± 0.35</td>
<td>7.5±0.31</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.64 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020-101 KAL 56</td>
<td>Alluvial Fill</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>2.14 ± 0.19</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>15.7±2.3</td>
<td>32±6</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>6.19 ± 0.29</td>
<td>7.9±0.34</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.29 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Quartz and feldspar grain size was 180-250 µm except for samples 145423 and 145428 for which it was 90-300 µm. Feldspar data is not available (n.a.) for two samples due to unsuccessful K-rich feldspar extraction. Feldspar dose rate contains an internal dose rate component from beta decay of internal $^4$K assuming a K content of 12.5±0.5% K (Huntley and Baril, 1997). Total dose rates contain a contribution from the cosmic ray dose rate taking into account latitude/longitude of the site and burial depth following Prescott and Hutton (1994).
4.2 Litho- and chronostratigraphy of sedimentary archives

Fig. 3 illustrates the temporal distribution of estimated ages during the last ~12 ka differentiated by the type of archive. All archives are described in terms of their geomorphological setting, lithostratigraphy as well as chronology in the following sub-sections.

![Fig. 3: OSL-dating results for sedimentary archives within the lower Molopo Canyon. Each sedimentary profile is depicted as a grey block and associated with the corresponding profile number (for spatial reference, see Fig. 2). Black lines delineate the 2 sigma range for dating results of the top and base of each profile.](image)

### Slopes

Profile 2820-139 is located in the middle section of the canyon on slopes created by the incision of a tributary feeding the lower Molopo with an associated drainage area of 5 km². Slopes at this location are steeply inclined with an angle of ~20°. The profile (605 m a.s.l.) is situated ~110 m above the recent Molopo channel bed. It consists of very poorly sorted, angular clasts without discernable bedding, ranging from fine sand to boulders of ~3 m in diameter.

Luminescence ages of samples KAL 66 and 67, taken from lenses of fine sediments within the profile, suggest a deposition between the Last Glacial Maximum and the early Holocene between 25 ± 2 and 11.5 ± 0.9 ka. However, it should be noted that these ages may overestimate the true timing of deposition due to an incomplete bleaching of the quartz grains in this section (Table 1, Fig. S3).

### Alluvial Fans

Two alluvial fans situated within the reaches of the canyon were analyzed in terms of their lithostratigraphy and chronology. The first fan is located in study section 2 (Fig. 2) at the confluence of two bedrock channels originating from the 1st escarpment with the Molopo channel bed. At this location, the Molopo Canyon is ~320 m wide. The fan is located at the northern side of the canyon and associated with a cumulative drainage area of ~50 km² from both tributaries. The fan is heavily dissected by the present channels of the tributaries originating from the north as well as the Molopo channel bed in the south, leading to an
arrangement of several inactive relict fans. Profiles 2820-134 and 135 were conducted at the base and top of the northernmost relict fan in between the recent channel beds of the two tributaries, mainly for age estimation purposes. The sediments consist of poorly sorted, subangular sediments with a mode in the coarse sand fraction, ranging from fine sand to boulders of ~50 cm without discernible bedding. Age estimates for the deposition of the fan range from at least 5.6 ± 0.4 ka at the base (sample KAL 59 in profile -134) to 2.6 ± 0.2 ka at the top (profile -135) of the relict fan. Both samples KAL59 and 60 are confidently expected to be well-bleached (Table 1, Fig. S3).

Fig. 4: Lithostratigraphical sketches of sedimentary profiles in three alluvial fill levels (F1 to F3) of the lower Molopo Canyon. Layering and dominant grain sizes of each profile are illustrated as grey rectangles. Each profile is accompanied by a photo of the depositional surroundings at the top of the figure.
The second fan is located in the lower reaches of the canyon in study section 3 (Fig. 2), ~1.6 km upstream of the Molopo-Orange confluence in a ~500 m wide section of the canyon. The fan is strongly dissected by the recent channel bed of its associated tributary (~10 km² drainage area) as well as the recent Molopo channel bed. At the profile location 2820-101, the fan reaches a height of ~2.5 m above the channel bed. The sediments of the profile mainly consist of reddish brown, unsorted sands with a mode in the coarse sand fraction. A varying content of angular gravel between 10% and 90% is the main discrimination between different layers in the otherwise unstratified bedding. The quartz OSL ages range from 6.48 ± 0.63 ka (sample KAL24, 300 cm depth) at the base of the profile to 1.47 ± 0.13 ka at the top (sample KAL23, 30 cm depth). The quartz OSL signals of these sediments were probably well-bleached at deposition (Table 1, Fig. S4). The ages are also in stratigraphic order.

Valley fills

Valley fills are deposited throughout the course of the lower Molopo Canyon. Fills occur in three distinct vertical levels, labelled according to their relative height above the present Molopo channel bed from F1 (highest) to F3 (lowest).

Level F1 (~4 m above present Molopo channel bed): Deposits of level F1 are only preserved in extreme lateral slip-off slopes of the canyon in study sections 2 and 3 (Fig. 2). Sediments of this level mainly consist of reddish-brown, poorly sorted, coarse sand. Profile 2820-107 in section 1 (Fig. 4) shows a sub-horizontal bedding with individual layers ranging from 3 to 37 cm in thickness. Individual layers consist of matrix supported, greyish, sub-angular and partly aligned gravel up to a diameter of 5 cm, deposited without grading structures. All studied deposits of level F1 are covered by slope debris, likely resulting from its lateral position near the canyon walls. Age estimations suggest deposition of fill level F1 ranging from 8.88 ± 0.58 ka (sample KAL28) at the base of profile 2820-106 to 6.17 ± 0.42 ka (sample KAL27) at the top of profile 2820-106 and 6.10 ± 0.44 ka (KAL29) at the top of profile 2820-107. Samples KAL 27 and 29 are well-bleached based on a comparison with feldspar (Table 1, Fig. S3). For KAL28 we have no feldspar data, but given that this sample is taken in a similar deposit it is likely that also this sample was well-bleached at deposition and the quartz OSL age is thus probably reliable.

Level F2 (~1.5 m above present Molopo channel bed): Deposits of level F2 are located in between relict alluvial fans and the recent Molopo channel bed in study sections 1 and 2 (Fig. 2). The morphological setting suggests deposition within a prograding fan environment associated with the erosion of relict fans upstream. Sediments of level F2 in section 2 consist of interbedded layer types (1 and 2), which mainly differ in their colour and mean grain size. Layer
type 1 consists of reddish brown, well sorted, fine to medium sand while layer type 2 consists of bright greyish, poorly sorted, coarse sand to gravel. The vertical alternation of both layer types as observed in profile 2820-133 is illustrated in Fig. 4. The layer thickness of both layer types increase towards the top of the profile from a mean thickness of ~1 cm between a depth of 150 and 56 cm to around 5 cm in the upper 56 cm of the profile. Besides the characteristic paragenesis of both layer types, sub-angular clasts up to a diameter of 30 cm occur throughout the lateral extension of profile 2820-133. Dating results of profile 2820-132 show an inverted age-depth relation, with ages ranging from 0.64 ± 0.05 ka at 30 cm depth (KAL57) to 0.29 ± 0.03 ka at 70 cm depth (KAL56). However, the OSL age sampled at the top of the neighboring profile 2820-133 of 0.39 ± 0.05 ka confirms a genesis of F2 during the latter half of the last millennium. We cannot exclude partial bleaching of quartz for these three samples. Hence the ages may overestimate the true age of deposition by a few decades to hundreds of years (see section 4.1).

Level F3 (~1.2 m above present Molopo channel bed): Deposits of level F3 are located throughout the present Molopo channel bed as observed in all sections. The deposits are dissected by a network of anastomosing channels formed by the Molopo, generating several longitudinal bars composed of deposits of F3. Sediments of F3 as preserved in profile 2820-136 (Fig. 4) consist of thick bedded layers ranging from 7 to 26 cm. Layers mainly differ in their colour and grain size with bright greyish, poorly sorted sands accompanied by sub-angular gravel up to 2 cm in diameter dominating the lower parts of the profile (145 to 43 cm depth), and reddish brown, sorted, fine to medium sands dominating the top (43 to 0 cm depth) of the profile. Three OSL ages (taken in profile 2820-136) suggest a similar depositional age to sediments of level F2, ranging from at least 0.51 ± 0.05 to 0.16 ± 0.02 ka. The fact that these young ages are in stratigraphic order supports the hypothesis that partial bleaching of quartz is not a significant problem.

4.3 Mineralogy and geochemistry

We identified 13 mineral phases from X-ray diffraction patterns of bulk sediments collected from alluvial sediments (in three profiles of level F3 to F1) as well as tributary (OF) and eolian sediments (OA) throughout the course of the lower Molopo. The mineral spectrum is dominated by the appearance of silicates, with the tectosilicates quartz, K-feldspar and plagioclase present in all analyzed samples with a cumulated mean of 97.5%. In addition to four other silicate phases (almandine, illite, hornblende and mica), we detected evaporates (halite), carbonates (dolomite and calcite) and iron oxides (magnetite) in at least 50 samples. The appearance of
single mineral phases as verified by petrographic microscopy was observed above an approximate diffraction threshold of ~50 cps of its respective main diffraction peak.

4.4 Statistical Provenance Analysis

To identify major sediment provinces within the reaches of the lower Molopo, we applied a FCM cluster algorithm on the mineralogical and elemental composition of reference samples collected from fluvial sediments of tributaries and eolian deposits. We selected single provenance markers for the clustering routine from the set of identified mineral phases and elements. The selection was based on theoretical considerations as well as empirical observations concerning the reliability of the provenance signal of each marker. We excluded all mineral phases from the analysis, which are potentially affected by early-diagenesis as, for example, due to post-burial precipitation (i.e., calcite, dolomite and halite). Further, we excluded hematite (detected in only five reference samples) from the analysis considering its potential depletion downstream and the resulting limitations for detection in fluvial sediments.

For geochemical markers, we only included elements in the cluster analysis which were (a) detected by both XRF measurements and (b) show a very high correlation \(r>0.95,\) corresponding to >90% explained variance) between element concentrations estimated by both XRF methods.

A cluster number of three was chosen based on a minimum in XBi of 0.1940 as computed from \(10^4\) simulations. The mineralogical and elemental composition of cluster center 1 to 3 is presented in Fig. 5. Cluster 1 is mainly characterized by high concentrations of the phyllosilicates, plagioclase, and K-feldspar, and low quartz concentrations resulting in a low Qz/Fsp ratio. Additionally, cluster 1 reveals the highest concentrations of hornblende, magnetite, illite and mica compared to the other clusters. The geochemical fingerprint of cluster 1 is dominated by high concentrations of Rb, Zn, K and Zr. Cluster 2 is characterized by intermediate concentrations of most mineral phases in comparison to mineral concentrations in clusters 1 and 2. The major distinction between cluster 2 and the other clusters is a high concentration of almandine as well as high concentrations of the elements Fe, Mn and Ti.

Cluster 3 is poor in all analyzed minerals and elements with the exception of quartz, resulting in a high Qz/Fsp ratio. The distribution of membership degrees \((\mu)\) of reference samples to clusters 1, 2 and 3 shows a distinct spatial pattern (Fig. 6). This pattern allows a classification of the lower Molopo into three main sediment source areas. The first source area (cluster 1) consists of tributaries supplying the lower reaches of the lower Molopo in close vicinity to the Orange-Molopo confluence. Tributaries of the Molopo Canyon dominate this source area (Fig.
6a). The second source area (cluster 2) includes the majority of tributaries upstream of the Molopo Canyon with two core areas located around the transition to the first escarpment as well as on top of the Kalahari Plateau (Fig. 6b). The third source area (cluster 3) consists mainly of eolian deposits situated on the Kalahari Plateau (Fig. 6c). Only few tributaries show a compositional signal similar to eolian deposits and are generally associated with dune complexes within their drainage areas as revealed by observations from satellite imagery.
Fig. 5: Mineralogical and elemental cluster composition. Cluster center coordinates for cluster 1 to 3 are depicted as coloured vertical lines. Additionally, light grey to black dots indicate the composition of reference (OF and OA sample set) and profile samples. Units for minerals are given in percent, for elements in cps.

Fig. 6: Spatial distribution of membership degrees (µ) to mineralogical and elemental cluster center of reference samples. Light grey polygons delineate tributary catchments. Grey dashed lines delineate courses of the 1st and 2nd escarpment. Additionally, the mineralogical and elemental cluster composition as presented in Fig. 5 is illustrated at the bottom of each respective cluster.

To identify potential sediment provinces of fluvial deposits within the Molopo Canyon, we calculated the geochemical and mineralogical similarity (in µ) of the fine fraction (<2 mm) of bulk samples collected from key profiles to the previously calculated cluster center. The results of the fuzzy similarity analysis are presented in Fig. 7. Generally, fluvial deposits in the Molopo Canyon show highest similarities to cluster 1 with a mean µ of 0.64 to cluster 1 compared to a mean µ of 0.26 to cluster 2 and 0.10 to cluster 3. Hence, the results indicate local sediment sources for the origin of fluvial deposits within the canyon. However, this overall trend is temporally differentiated, with especially the oldest deposits of F1 (profile 2820-107) showing the highest similarities to cluster 1 with a mean µ of 0.81 in a range of 0.92 to 0.67. Younger
deposits of level F2 reveal variation in terms of µ. Especially fine grained layers (layer type 1) show an increased µ to cluster 2 and hence indicate an increased contribution of distant fluvial sediment sources, with a mean of 0.39 compared to a µ of 0.17 of the coarse grained layer type 2. Layer type 2, in turn, shows highest similarities to local sediment sources as expressed by a mean µ of 0.74 to cluster 1. Highest similarities to distant fluvial sources occur in deposits of level F1 (profile 2820-136), in which five of the eleven analyzed layers reveal a dominant µ to cluster 2 with a mean of 0.52. Similarities to eolian sources as expressed by µ to cluster 3 within all studied profiles are low with a mean of 0.10 in a range of 0.03 to 0.28.

Fig. 7: Mineralogical and elemental similarities of alluvial fills to reference cluster. Similarities are expressed by membership degrees (µ) of individual layers (as presented in Fig. 4) to cluster center 1 to 3. T1 and T2 correspond to mean values for layer type 1 and 2 respectively (see text).
5. Discussion

A luminescence chronology of fluvial deposits in the Molopo Canyon was established using quartz OSL dating. Overall, the quartz luminescence ages are considered to be reliable based on the agreement with feldspar ages or stratigraphic consistency. To gain insight into sediment dynamics during stages of valley aggradation, we applied a provenance analysis on the fine fraction of alluvial fill sediments. The provenance analysis was carried out by applying a FCM clustering routine to the mineralogical and elemental composition of the fine-fraction of potential sediment sources throughout the course of the lower Molopo (i.e., tributary sediments and eolian deposits). The analysis revealed three major potential sediment source areas: local sources from tributaries supplying the Molopo Canyon (cluster 1), regional sources from tributaries upstream of the Molopo Canyon (cluster 2) and far-distance sources from eolian deposits on the Kalahari plateau (cluster 3).

Sediments belonging to clusters 1 and 2 originate from tributary deposits along the course of the lower Molopo. The mineralogical composition dominated by quartz and feldspar in clusters 1 and 2 fits well to mineral assemblages reported for sediments derived from the Namaqua-Belt (Garzanti et al., 2014). Generally, the composition of clusters 1 and 2 reflects the widespread occurrence of metamorphic rock sources in the study area. In particular, the canyon area is dominated by the occurrence of the Riemvasmaak gneiss, a quartz-feldspar gneiss, likely accounting for the highest concentrations of plagioclase and K-feldspar and the associated concentration of potassium in cluster 1. Further, the subordinate occurrence of intrusive biotite-rich gneisses like the Donkieboud granite and Koelmanskop metamorphics explain the highest concentrations of minerals belonging to the mica group in cluster 1. Upstream of the canyon area, quartzites and gneiss belonging to the Korannaland and Nama Group dominate the geology near the 1st and 2nd escarpment, explaining an increase of quartz concentrations in cluster 2 compared to cluster 1. Additionally, subdominant occurrences of kinzigite and garnet-bearing granitic gneiss likely account for an increased concentration of almandine in cluster 2. We thus suggest that bedrock geology is the dominant forcing factor on the variability in the studied parameters.

Sediments belonging to cluster 3 are derived from eolian deposits throughout the Kalahari Plateau in the study area. The high content of quartz minerals in sediments of cluster 3 generally fit with a reported quartz content of >90% in Kalahari sands (Thomas and Shaw, 1991). Low elemental concentrations in Kalahari sediments are reported by Garzanti et al. (2014) in Middle Kalahari settings and are ascribed to extreme quartz dilution, thus accounting for low concentrations of elements in cluster 3. Since samples belonging to cluster 3 are derived from
superficial unconsolidated sediments, the temporal stability of the provenance signal for sediments of cluster 3 may be affected by Late Quaternary environmental change in the Kalahari interior. However, the Kalahari sand sheet is reported to be homogenous in terms of its mineralogical composition over large areas of the southwestern Kalahari (Thomas, 1987), thus minimizing the effect of potential Holocene sand dynamics on the mineralogical composition of cluster 3. Further, Hürkamp et al. (2011) and Heine (1990) inferred from linear dune formations on the Kalahari Plateau near the Molopo-Nossob confluence, that dune activity was highest during the Late Pleistocene with only subordinate activity phases during the Holocene.

We conclude that the signals provided by mineralogical and elemental concentrations are temporally stable indicators of provenance on Holocene time scales. However, due to the semi-quantitative nature of the applied methodology and uncertainties concerning the enrichment and depletion of single parameters, changes in the measured composition of alluvial fills do not reflect quantitative changes in sediment fluxes. Variations in membership degrees of fluvial sediments in the Molopo Canyon to sediment source areas are thus only probabilistic indicators of changes in sediment provenance.

5.1 Genetic interpretation of Holocene landscape development of the Molopo Canyon

The observed changes in the sedimentary archives of the Molopo Canyon suggest major changes in the fluvial system during the Holocene. There is no geomorphological evidence for a perennial flow regime of the lower Molopo within the reaches of the Molopo Canyon during the last ~9 ka, suggesting an ephemeral flow regime throughout the Holocene. On a conceptual level, it is well established that changes in the fluvial system of ephemeral river systems during flood events are caused by a balance between sediment supply and stream power (Harvey et al., 2011), a concept derived from the threshold of critical stream power (Bull, 1979). The balance of sediment supply and stream power is strongly influenced by local topography (Tooth, 2000), resulting in a spatial differentiation of deposition and erosion during flood events even within the same channel reach (Daniels, 2003). The spatial separation of fluvial processes is of special relevance for the Molopo Canyon environment, since a single rainfall event may cause spatially differentiated hydrological response in different reaches of the canyon: a highly energetic regime within bedrock tributaries caused by high gradients, an intermediate regime on transitional alluvial fans caused by moderate gradients, and a low energy regime within the flat valley floor. Based on quartz OSL dating of fluvial landforms encountered within the study
sections 1 to 3, we propose three major stages of Holocene fluvial activity in the Molopo Canyon. The temporal succession of stages covers the last ~9 ka of fluvial landscape development in the Molopo Canyon with only minor gaps in the fluvial record. Thus, quartz OSL dating of the identified fluvial landforms allows the first general classification of fluvial landscape development in the southwestern Kalahari during the Holocene. Further field investigations and analysis of previously unidentified fluvial archives might help to refine the proposed fluvial stratigraphy in this area.

Stage I – Valley aggradation
Stage I is characterized by an aggradation of the valley floor leading to the deposition of level \( \text{F}_1 \) between at least ~9 and ~6 ka. The deposits are characterized by a horizontal bedding of layers with varying degrees of sub-angular, matrix-supported gravel generally unsorted and without grading. Based on observations from the hyper-arid Arava Rift-valley in Israel, Laronne and Shlomi (2007) showed that horizontal bedding in single- or multi-thread gravel-bed streams is caused by single flood events, leading to the development of coarse grained event-strata in floodplain deposits. The ungraded character of such strata is interpreted as reflecting the flashiness of the flow regime, i.e., deposition in high magnitude events during short periods of time (Laronne and Shlomi, 2007). The deposition of \( \text{F}_1 \) as a consequence of flood induced vertical accretion of the floodplain is supported by the vertical age increment with depth as observed in profile 2820-106. The floodplain may represent the ephemeral counterpart to confined, coarse-textured floodplains as described by Nanson and Croke (1992) common for flood deposits in ephemeral streams (Daniels, 2003). In addition to the local origin of clasts as suggested by sub-angular clast shapes, the supporting matrix originates mainly from canyon tributaries as suggested by the highest similarities to cluster 1 of all studied fill deposits. Hence, we assume localized mobilization patterns in the deposition of alluvial fills during stage I. Thereby, the stream power generated during floods in this stage was high enough to cause erosion in steep tributary environments of the canyon and a subsequent transport through alluvial fans, but too low to cause further transport on the flat valley floor. We interpret the flood regime in this stage as a series of short-lived and localized flood events.

The almost complete removal of fill level \( \text{F}_1 \) indicates an episode of enhanced erosion in all parts of the Molopo Canyon following stage I. There is, however, no geomorphological or sedimentological evidence for sediment dynamics during the erosional stage as, for example, erosional landforms as observed in arroyo fill-cut sequences like scour-fill deposits (Mann and Meltzer, 2007). Despite the significance of this period for landscape development, implications on its nature and timing remain speculative based on the data presented here.
Stage II – Fan aggradation

Stage II is characterized by an aggradation of alluvial fans between ~6 and ~1.5 ka on a base level generated by the preceding phase of erosion within the canyon. The aggradation of alluvial fans buffered local sediment transport to the valley floor as evidenced by an absence of alluvial fill sediments within the Molopo Canyon during this stage. The absence of fills additionally indicates the absence of regional sediment supply from upstream of the Molopo Canyon during this stage. Uncertainties concerning this assumption remain, as an associated floodplain may be eroded or buried under younger floodplain deposits generated in the subsequent stage III. However, the aggradation of fans without a substantial deposition of valley fills as observed in the previous stage indicate lower rates of sediment mobilization, suggesting a decrease in the intensity of flood events during this stage.

Stage III – Valley aggradation

Phase III is characterized by a progressive aggradation of the valley floor between ~0.51 and 0.16 ka (not considering the age of sample KAL57). The aggradation led to the development of two fill levels: F2 within deposits of a prograding alluvial fan in section 2 (Fig. 2) and F3 associated with channel deposits within a confined valley environment unaffected by the local sedimentation of tributaries in section 3 (Fig. 2). Deposits of F2 consist of couplets of horizontally bedded coarse and fine grained layers, a depositional form common for ephemeral streams in arid environments (Reid and Frostick, 2011). Frostick and Reid (1977) showed that the differentiation in grain sizes within these layer types results from a staggered sediment contribution from tributaries to the main flood wave and are thus a product of single flood events. The applicability of this concept to deposits of F2 is reinforced by the contrasting provenance signal of coarse and fine grained layer couplets, which suggest a local origin of coarse grained layers corresponding to the contribution of local tributaries and an increased regional component in fine grained layers corresponding to the main flood wave (Fig. 4). Further, the prograding fan environment (Fig. 2) and a termination of fan aggradation prior to the deposition of F2 suggest a recycling of fan material and the subsequent deposition in level F2. The resulting short-distant transport paths of ~100 m may further explain the age inversion of the OSL ages observed in profile 2820-132 due to the insufficient or lack of bleaching of the sediment during transport for the layer in which sample KAL57 was collected. The increased similarities to regional sediment sources observed farther downstream in deposits of F2 confirm the regional sediment contribution to flood events during this stage. We interpret the flood regime during this stage as a continuous series of large-scale flood events fed by the contribution of tributaries throughout the lower Molopo.
5.2 Paleoenvironmental interpretation

Paleoclimate is likely the dominant factor controlling Holocene fluvial activity in the Molopo Canyon. Human impact on the Holocene stream dynamics of the lower Molopo can be neglected, since an agricultural land-use in the form of extensive pastoralism started in the 19th century (Nash, 1996) towards the end of the Holocene record presented here. Additionally, tectonic activity is not ascribed to be a major cause for fluvial changes in the southern African interior during the late Pleistocene to Holocene (Dollar, 1998). Hence, we interpret the observed changes in flood regimes during stages I, II and III to indicate major shifts in the prevailing paleoclimatic conditions during the Holocene.

The early to mid-Holocene flash-flood regime in the lower Molopo of stage I coincides with a humid period on the African continent. The so-called ‘African Humid Period’ (AHP) is well documented throughout sedimentary archives in Africa and evidenced by the onset of wetter conditions during the early to mid-Holocene as recorded in ocean sediments (Adkins et al., 2006), lake sediments (Burrough and Thomas, 2008, Tierney and deMenocal, 2013), speleothem records (Burney et al., 1994) or hyrax middens (Chase et al., 2010). Although the AHP is believed to have had a spatially differentiated impact on environmental systems in the southern African interior (Burrough and Thomas, 2013), it is generally accepted that moisture availability increased in response to orbital forcing and shifts in the tropical circulation system (deMenocal et al., 2000, Tierney and deMenocal, 2013). Therefore, the early to mid-Holocene moisture optimum is evidenced predominantly in archives of the SRZ. It is thus likely, that flooding in the southwestern Kalahari during that episode is connected to an enhanced tropical easterly circulation and an associated increase in convective storm cells. Convective storm cells are known for their intense, short-lived character in the Kalahari during austral summer (Mphale et al., 2014). In addition to their short duration, convective storm cells are typically less than a few km in diameter (Reid and Frostick, 2011). An intense, short lived and spatially limited character of storms during the early Holocene would explain localized sediment mobilization patterns and the observed dispositional character of coarse grained event strata during valley aggradation. We thus assume a connection of valley aggradation in stage I to an early Holocene intensification of tropical easterly storm tracks.

Although the exact timing of the AHP termination is still debated, the quasi-synchronous valley-wide end of valley aggradation around ~6 ka predates the assumed termination of the AHP between 5.0 (Tierney and deMenocal, 2013) and 5.5 ka (Adkins et al., 2006). It is possible that the erosion of valley level F1 occurred towards the end of the AHP. Subsequently, the
establishment of a low intensity flood regime in the Molopo Canyon as expressed by an
aggradation of alluvial fans during stage II suggests decreased flood intensities between 6.1 and
1.5 ka. This stage coincides with an aridification trend evidenced in both the SRZ (Marchant
and Hooghiemstra, 2004) and WRZ (Chase et al., 2010). The closest continuous archive to the
lower Molopo also evidences drier conditions in the speleothem record of the Equus Cave
around 4 ka (Johnson et al., 1997). We thus interpret the stage of fan aggregation as a stage of
low intense rainfalls.

The second phase of valley aggradation during stage III in the interval of 0.51 ± 0.05 and 0.16
± 0.02 ka falls into the global cooling phase of the Little Ice Age (LIA). Speleothem (Tyson et
al., 2000) and ocean records (Farmer et al., 2005) from southern Africa indicate lower
temperatures during this interval, probably in response to solar variability (Chambers et al.,
2014). The cooling episode had a strong influence on the hydroclimatic regime of southern
Africa, differentiated into drier conditions in the SRZ and YRZ (Bousmann and Scott, 1994;
Wündsch et al., 2016) and wetter conditions in the WRZ (Hahn et al., 2015; Zhao et al., 2016).
Based on paleoflood deposits in the Buffels River (South Africa), Benito et al. (2011) linked
wetter conditions in the SRZ to an increase in the magnitude and frequency of flood events
during the LIA in near coast environments of South Africa. The increase in flood intensity and
frequency during the LIA is also evidenced by paleoflood deposits in dry valley systems
throughout the Namib Desert (Heine, 2005, 2006; Heine and Völkel, 2011). Missionary
correspondence of early European settlers document seasonal flooding events towards the end
of the LIA in the Kalahari (Shaw et al., 1992; Nash and Endfield, 2002) also documented for
the lower Molopo region (Nash, 1996). It is now widely believed that an increase in
precipitation intensities during the LIA was caused by an equatorward migration of the westerly
circulation, causing a northward shift of temperate frontal systems in austral winter (Lamy et
al., 2001; Hahn et al., 2015). In contrast to the spatially limited character of convective storm
cells in austral summer, Jury (2010) showed that, based on instrumental observations, flood-
producing cloud bands over the Kalahari in austral winter can be several hundred kilometers in
dimension. Intensification in the magnitude and/or frequency of supra-regional floods would
explain the synchronous activation of tributaries during single flood events throughout the
lower Molopo. Hence, we assume a predominant influence of the mid-latitude westerly
circulation on the flood regime of the lower Molopo during the LIA.

Despite the seasonality of regional flood events during the LIA, we did not detect an increase
in sediment mobilization from eolian deposits originating from the Kalahari sand sheet north
of the 2nd escarpment (cluster 3). This may be due to either (a) the applied methodology or (b)
a limited sediment outflow from the Kalahari to the lower Molopo. Methodological constraints seem reasonable since the mineralogical and elemental composition of sediments belonging to cluster 3 is characterized by low concentrations of all parameters with the exception of quartz (Fig. 5). Hence, the elemental and mineralogical fingerprint of sediments consisting of eolian sands from the Kalahari which are transported by a flood downstream would almost certainly be altered to reflect the spectrum of active tributaries during the passage through the lower Molopo. However, we would expect a detectable increase in the Qz/Fsp ratio by the transport of quartz enriched Kalahari sediments. Since the Qz/Fsp ratio of all alluvial sediments in the Molopo Canyon are in a range explained by bedrock composition of tributaries of the lower Molopo (Fig. 5), we assume no relevant methodological constraint. Still, uncertainties concerning this assumption remain and could be addressed by including an analysis of heavy minerals known to occur in Kalahari sands (Thomas and Shaw, 1991). A limited sediment supply from the Kalahari to the lower Molopo, in turn, is suggested by missionary correspondence of the late 19th century (Nash, 1996) and anecdotal evidence from local farmers, who report that the maximal south-extent of floods originating from the Kalahari during the last century was near Abiquas Puts (see 4 in Fig. 1b). Heine (1981) reported dunes crossing the Molopo valley south of Abiquas Puts, indicating the absence of fluvial discharge during the late Holocene. A possible reason for the blockage is given by the physical properties of unconsolidated sands, which are known to induce high rates of transmission losses during flood events in ephemeral streams (Cataldo et al., 2010) due to high rates of channel bed infiltration (Reid and Frostick, 2011). Transmission losses, dune complexes within the channel reaches and high sediment concentrations in flood waters due to the availability of erodible sands would progressively reduce the stream powers of flood waves originating from the Kalahari and lead to deposition within upper reaches of the lower Molopo. If true, the missing sediment link between the southwestern Kalahari and the Orange River bears important implications for reconstructions of the terrestrial sediment supply from the southern African interior to the Atlantic Ocean.
6. Conclusion

Fluvial landforms in the Molopo Canyon provide a nearly continuous archive of fluvial dynamics during flood events in the southwestern Kalahari Desert for the last 8.8 ka. The hydrological regime of the lower Molopo remained ephemeral throughout the Holocene. Three major stages in flood dynamics during the Holocene are identified. The early Holocene was characterized by an aggradation of the canyon between ~9 to ~6 ka, leading to the deposition of alluvial fills. The aggradation was a consequence of intense, short-lived and spatially limited flood events which led to localized sediment mobilization patterns within the canyon. The occurrence of intense spatial and temporal storm cells is explained by a poleward shift of convective storm tracks associated with the tropical-easterly circulation. Since 6.1 ka, the aggradation of alluvial fans upstream of canyon tributaries without the deposition of alluvial fills evidences a decrease in runoff intensities probably related to a decrease in average storm intensity and/or frequency. The exact duration of fan aggradation is difficult to constrain due to the dissection and erosion of alluvial fans in the subsequent stage, but there is evidence for a duration of at least 4.6 ka until 1.5 ka ago. A second stage of valley aggradation occurred in the late Holocene from 0.51±0.05 to 0.16±0.02 ka, coinciding with the Little Ice Age. Alluvial fill deposits of this stage exhibit a characteristic sequence of event layers with each layer separated in a local and regional sediment component. The regional contribution of sediments upstream of the canyon during individual flood events is attributed to an intensification of supra-regional flood events associated with a poleward shift in frontal systems linked to the temperate westerly circulation. The nature and timing of the most significant episode of flooding within the Molopo Canyon, as evidenced by a complete removal of early Holocene valley fills, could not be dated in this study, but is constrained to occur sometime between 6.1±0.4 and 0.51±0.05 ka, possibly towards the end of the African Humid Period. Further, the Holocene sediment contribution from the lower Molopo to the perennial flow regime of the Orange River originated from the southernmost ~80 km of the lower Molopo without a detectable contribution from the Kalahari interior.
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